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A study of the residential real estate indicators reflects the market has continued to grow with nearly 90% 

of the residential properties increasing in value for 2023.  In our annual valuation process, we reviewed 

over nineteen thousand residential sales and used this data in a sales comparison analysis within ORION 

to develop market values. The median single family residential sale price rose 13.8% from calendar year 

2021 to calendar year 2022. This is leading to an average increase in residential values of 12%. In addition 

to sales data, the ORION Mass Appraisal system utilizes a national cost service, Marshall & Swift 

(CoreLogic), which provides the Appraiser’s Office with annual updates each July. No changes were 

implemented from the annual depreciation study performed for residential property. Land analysis indicates 

the supply is generally in balance with some adjustments made to land values. Land values in the northeast 

area of the County have seen continued upward pressure due to improved residential properties being 

purchased and subsequently torn down to facilitate construction of totally new residential dwellings. 

Commercial real estate uses the Income, Cost, or Market approach to estimate value. Industrial and 

multifamily properties continue to see market conditions conducive for growth. Office properties have 

remained relatively steady overall as the market is still adjusting to the way people work due since COVID-

19 first became a factor. Retail properties are mostly stable with some growth. The hotel market showed 

gains in 2022 and forecasts from national sites predict continued slow and steady recovery. Overall, 

Commercial values are increasing at a rate of 12%. 

The industrial market in Johnson County remained white hot in 2022. Several logistical and strategic 
advantages that the area offers, such as a geo-central location, confluence of five class 1 railroads, and 
intersection of four of the nation’s busiest interstates, have led to unprecedented growth over the last 
several years. The COVID-19 Pandemic led to even further industrial demand, causing the already steady 
growth in the industrial market to magnify the last two years. Industrial development either under 
construction or proposed in Olathe, Shawnee, DeSoto and Lenexa includes several large-scale industrial 
parks such as the Lone Elm, 175 Commerce Center, I-35 logistics park, Great Plains Commerce Center, 
New Century Commerce Center and Panasonic, Heartland Logistics, Meritex, Southpark Commerce 
Center, K-7 Logistics Park and the 43rd Street Logistics Centre. 
 
While supply chain issues have improved since early in the COVID-19 pandemic, some concerns, including 

inflation, remain for multifamily construction. In 2022, over $200 million dollars in new construction permits 

were issued by various cities. Older, value-add communities continue to renovate. Most properties report 

stable to increasing rents in 2022 with occupancies in the mid- to-upper nineties. New mixed-use 

development and a trend towards more vertical construction (4 stories or more) continues to be popular. 

Despite a significant influx of new construction in the past several years, units continue to be absorbed. 

Overall, there has been a slowdown in sales, likely due to inflation and increasing concerns about recession. 

The Johnson County multifamily market continues to perform better than many markets in the country.  

Office market rental rates are stable and include increases within the North and College Boulevard markets. 

Capitalization rates are unchanged. Despite the popularity of work-from-home due to the pandemic, overall 

occupancy in Johnson County remains stable. Over seven-hundred-thousand square feet in new 

construction office and medical/surgical office permits were issued in Overland Park, Olathe and Shawnee. 

Nationally, suburban office markets such as Johnson County have outperformed urban areas since the 

COVID19 pandemic began. 

 



Retail in Johnson County has also remained stable. There continues to be redevelopment in the county 

with older sites being demolished to make room for new construction, and often in the form of mixed-use 

properties. Construction of Sonoma Plaza at 87th Street & I-435 near City Center in Lenexa has been 

strong with permits issued for several new strip centers and restaurants. The Metcalf corridor in Overland 

Park has experienced activity as well, with some new construction and some redevelopment. New-to-the 

area fast casual restaurants including Whataburger, Mo’ Bettah’s Hawaiian Bros Island Grill, and Hawaiian 

Brothers have added multiple locations. In 2022, various cities issued nearly $9m in new construction 

permits for fast food restaurants. Several other new retail developments include new Dutch Bros. Coffee 

locations in Lenexa and Olathe, as well as new car washes, branch banks, quick lube and auto service 

centers and convenience stores.  

 

While hotel/motel property in Johnson County saw significant declines in occupancy and revenue per 

available room (REVPAR) due to the COVID-19 pandemic, the market has largely recovered and is now 

operating near stabilized pre-pandemic levels. Capitalization rates in Johnson County increased slightly for 

2023. Average daily rates have outperformed forecasts in recent months, but so too have costs.  Market 

factors specific to COVID-19 which were included in prior years are no longer applicable.  

The annual depreciation study for commercial property found evidence for adjusting very few of the 

structure categories for depreciation, economic life and other table variables. These adjustments, however, 

realign internal depreciation with verified sale transaction value indications. The land study for commercial 

property is updated annually and found some upward pressure for land values, particularly with industrial 

land in outlying areas. Computer Assisted Land Pricing (CALP) models include all commercial and 

condominium properties with reliance from the commercial land study as support. 


